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FROM PRIVATE VIOLENCE TO MASS INCARCERATION: THINKING INTERSECTIONALLY ABOUT WOMEN, RACE, AND SOCIAL CONTROL*

Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw

This Article, which originally appeared in UCLA Law Review’s 2012 Symposium issue, entitled “Overpoliced and Underprotected: Women, Race and Criminalization,” is a contribution to the ongoing efforts to think critically about the intersectional features that contribute to the surveillance, punishment, and mass incarceration of women of color. In the context of mass incarceration, race-centered and gender-centered frames are largely silent about the hyper-presence of women of color in the system. The failure to be sensitive to the overlapping vulnerabilities of race and gender—as evidenced by select examples discussed infra—is a failure to fully investigate the unique structural and institutional intersections that contribute to the risk and consequence of punishment for women of color.

Focusing on the experiences of women and girls of color qua incarceration and policing reveals how the dynamics that constitute mass incarceration are not exclusively underwritten by criminal justice processes. Instead, they are produced by a wider template of disciplinary practices produced both by state institutions as well as by private social power. The vulnerability of women of color to these institutional forces is reinforced by certain discursive failures within antiracism and feminist politics. These deficits have reproduced dynamics that have historically surfaced in both feminist and antiracist discourses around violence and inequality. Below I offer a brief snapshot of the intersectional dynamics contributing to the surveillance and social control of women of color. I then sketch out some linkages between the intersectional failures within antiracism and feminism that contribute to the weakened capacity of social justice discourses to resist the ideological juggernaut that underwrites the expansion of social punishment and mass incarceration.

Despite the fact that women and girls are the fastest growing populations under criminal supervision, much of the contemporary discourse that elevates the racial dimensions of mass incarceration fails to interrogate its effects on women. The fact that Black men are more likely to be incarcerated than any other cohort has reinforced the inference that Black men are uniquely subject to racial discrimination and control in a way that women are not. However, within
their respective gender groups, men and women of color face racialized risks of incarceration that are similar. In other words, the increased risk of incarceration relative to race is virtually the same for Black men as it is for Black women. To the extent that the system of mass incarceration might be framed as a system of racial control, the fact that Black women are 6.9 times more likely than white women to be brought under the system and that Latinas are 2.5 times more likely than white women tells us that the social surveillance and control of women can also be framed as a racialized enterprise.

Many factors have contributed to the explosive rate of women’s incarceration, most prominently among them being the war on drugs. For example, incarceration for drug-related offenses accounted for an eightfold rise in African American women and Latina supervision between 1986 and 1991. The racial dimensions of the war on drugs—particularly the crack-powder cocaine distinctions and the draconian mandatory minimums—have been well documented. Efforts to understand the particular ways that women are caught up in the war on drugs highlight the intersectional dimensions of a racialized social policy set against the backdrop of gendered relations between men and women.

While attending to the gendered dimensions of the prevailing discourses on mass incarceration can bring much needed attention to some of the causes and consequences of the disproportionate incarceration of women of color, centering their broader vulnerability to surveillance and control expands the field of inquiry to the structural and ideological dimensions of social control. This broader template reveals the multiple ways that institutional and political dynamics intersect to create the vexed social environment that renders women of color vulnerable to social surveillance and that simultaneously marginalizes these risks within social justice discourses.

Priscilla Ocen brings these dimensions to the fore in her analysis of a case involving the surveillance and control of subsidy-reliant single Black mothers in Antioch, California. Ocen recounts the troubling story of how Black female recipients of Section 8 housing vouchers were subjected to public and private policing in predominantly white communities when economically distressed homeowners began accepting the vouchers, thereby opening up middle-class neighborhoods that had previously been inaccessible to single Black mothers. In response, the police department put together a special unit to meet this perceived threat. Black women were singled out for constant monitoring and intrusive house searches by this special unit, and neighbors were invited to participate in the surveillance through flyers that the unit distributed throughout the community. In an episode that tragically captures the theme of this symposium—overpoliced and underprotected—one of the plaintiffs recounted how a police visit to intervene in a domestic assault
turned into a compliance investigation and search of her home. No investigation into the domestic violence complaint was ever pursued. Evidence suggests that this pattern of manufacturing suspicion is widely experienced by Black women in other communities as well, drawing a complicated picture not only of the interface between public and private power but also of the institutional interface between subsidy programs and policing.

Ocen’s analysis widens the lens through which the intersectional dimensions of social control are legible. As she illustrates, intersectional vulnerability to social control extends beyond the formal carceral regime. Her analysis of the Antioch case reveals how the converging vulnerabilities that render some populations particularly amenable to control can be premised on the intersection of formal status (beneficiaries of social support services) and ascriptive identities (African American). Entrapped as such, the plaintiffs were available targets of both public (police) and private (neighborhood watch) mechanisms of surveillance and social control.

The current crisis that we call mass incarceration or punishment comprises multiple intersections—not just of identity and power but of systemic dynamics that themselves do the work of subordination. Dorothy Roberts and Sunita Patel examine the nexus between child welfare and mass incarceration, and immigration and foster care respectively, revealing how the convergence of criminal and civil surveillance regimes creates and maintains the dominant racial, class, and gender hierarchy.

In Dorothy Roberts’ sobering account of the parallel and overlapping systems of mass incarceration and child welfare, Roberts shows how these systems work in tandem to create and justify conditions that render women vulnerable and subsequently punish them for their vulnerability. Roberts’ cogent critique emphasizes the extent to which the ideological permission to punish is generated by widely available stereotypes of Black mothers. By heaping punishment on those who have been primed to deserve it, the discourse not only “obscures the need for social change” but also undermines solidarity and the recognition of common cause. So long as these conditions prevail, “there is little incentive for privileged parents to advocate alongside black mothers for more public support for caregiving for everyone.”

Sunita Patel’s discussion of the convergence between child welfare systems and immigration in the context of the Department of Homeland Security’s Secure Communities program illustrates similar ways that immigrant women are subject to intersectional dynamics of social control. Social expectations that are gendered, and that reflect circumstances of economic marginality, shape the challenges faced
by women defending themselves against the Department of Homeland Security’s efforts to remove them. According to Patel, “[t]he mothers have to personify the judges’ image of a good mother in order to win: self sacrificing, humble, law abiding and English speaking. Poor migrant women and their attorneys often struggle to create a particular narrative of the woman’s life to compare with gender and rational ideas of motherhood.” Yet in doing so, they frequently face gendered double standards in that the sacrifices they sometimes make for their children—leaving them with relatives, working long hours to send money home, and saving money so that they can be reunited with their children—are perceived negatively in women when the same behaviors in men would be considered heroic. “Migrant men making the same decisions aren’t blamed or punished for their choices as fathers.” The interface between immigration and child protective services is further vexed by the structural and economic backdrop in which immigrant women are situated. Because detained mothers are often in networks in which those whom the mother might designate as acceptable caretakers are unable to come forward because of their own status, or agencies will not accept them if they do, their ability to negotiate alternatives to foster care is limited.

These brief examples illustrate the ways that race, gender and class function along with other factors to render certain women particularly vulnerable to systems of surveillance and social control. But intersectional analysis draws attention not only to these converging patterns of social marginality, but also to the absence of collective support and social justice advocacy on their behalf. Taken together, these examples thus may serve to not only amplify an earlier set of debates about the relative marginality of women of color in a variety of feminist and antiracist discourses pertaining to violence and inequality. It also primes an important consideration of how these earlier deficits have contributed to the growth of neo-liberal ideologies that underwrite the shift from social welfare to social punishment.

Various observations made by symposium participants reveal how intersectional failures in responding to the underprotection of women of color are linked to the current regime of overpolicing. In the case of domestic violence, for example, the increasingly punitive approaches to a variety of social problems in the last decades of the twentieth century opened up opportunities for domestic violence advocacy to ride the tide associated with crime control and local accountability. As the “Get Tough” approach to drug dependency, poverty, juvenile delinquency, and single-family formation shifted the landscape away from legal reform to social control, domestic violence advocacy gained new traction as a criminal justice issue. A key dimension of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), for example, was its embrace of mandatory arrest policies along with federal support to encourage local police departments to process domestic assault complaints aggressively. The promise of expanding resources to support
mandatory arrest policies seemed to present a win-win situation for some domestic violence advocates who understood the problem primarily in terms of the state’s underprotection of women who were subject to battery.\textsuperscript{22} This understanding of domestic abuse as a criminal justice issue allowed some advocates to join forces with national and local governments to receive support for certain draconian reforms.\textsuperscript{23} Mandatory arrest policies and other pro-policing remedies were seen as important victories by many advocates despite the serious reservations of many women of color and other advocates.\textsuperscript{24}

Other domestic violence advocates were far less sanguine about the supposed opportunities that such collaborations with law enforcement would engender for the overall movement.\textsuperscript{25} For those who understood domestic violence as part of a broader system of gender subordination rather than an exclusively criminal problem, the shifts to federally supported police involvement presented a serious threat to the grassroots origins of domestic violence advocacy.\textsuperscript{26} Some were particularly critical of this shifting emphasis as many warned that any strategy predicated on criminalization would likely result in higher fatalities and an increase in arrests for women of color.\textsuperscript{27} But several factors seemed to pave the way toward the increasing influence of law enforcement as a primary goal of domestic violence advocacy. The availability of resources associated with the get-tough turn in public policy, the ongoing debate among various camps about whether violence should be understood as a systemic embodiment of patriarchy or a matter of discriminatory protection within law enforcement,\textsuperscript{28} the unresolved tensions about the importance of incorporating racial differences into gender-based advocacy, and the eclipse of the radical feminism that had grounded the shelter movement in the first place, all contributed to an environment in which the marriage between domestic violence advocacy and state-oriented approaches was readily consummated.\textsuperscript{29} The concerns of women of color were fairly consistently overlooked in the process.

While the alliance between domestic violence advocates and law enforcement might be readily understood as the maturation of a grassroots insurgency into a powerful national lobby, others have regarded the alliance as evidence of the shifting of the antiviolence movement into a pro-state, professionalized cohort that has depoliticized the original movement.\textsuperscript{30} The alliance did work to secure a national profile for domestic violence advocacy along with funds to support mandatory arrest policies.\textsuperscript{31} Yet, as many women of color predicted, mandatory arrest policies appear to have done little to protect women of color against domestic violence.\textsuperscript{32} Indeed, some studies seem to suggest that the policies have inadvertently increased the risks of serious injury or death for some victims of domestic violence, including a heightened risk of mortality for Black women in particular.\textsuperscript{33} Beyond the heightened risk of death, research suggests that women of color are more likely to be arrested themselves for behavior that may be consistent with self-defense, but interpreted through the lens of stereotypes as overly aggressive.\textsuperscript{34}
The blowback from these criminal justice solutions has also ensnared girls of color. For example, both Francine Sherman and Jyoti Nanda discuss how the increasing system involvement of girls is tied less to increases in offending and more to shifting policies such as mandatory arrest in the context of intrafamily violence. In cases of domestic assaults, girls who have been violent at home and who may have, in an earlier era, been processed outside the juvenile justice system are now apprehended and processed through the juvenile system. Black girls appear to be disproportionately apprehended under such policies, reflecting perhaps the stereotypes that they are more likely to engage in physical confrontation.

Advocates who were sensitive to the dual systems of private violence and public surveillance were attuned to the need to think critically about alternative means of protection that did not overinvest in approaches that put women of color at greater risk. Unfortunately these intersectional sensibilities were embraced neither by legislative advocates nor by their allies, and thus domestic violence intervention became another social issue swept into the criminal justice juggernaut. Hindsight may indeed provide a clearer view of the risks associated with an overly punitive approach to domestic violence, but it is not entirely speculative to suggest that had there been greater receptivity to the reservations that women of color were raising about mandatory arrests, domestic violence advocacy may well have been better positioned to sustain a political agenda that was more firmly rooted in social justice rather than criminal enforcement. Had more domestic violence advocates taken up the intersectional challenges faced by women who were subject to both private violence and public control, reliance on an apparatus that was long associated with racial management might have been more carefully scrutinized. Not only might women of color have been better situated, but the entire movement might have been better positioned to address the causes and consequences of domestic abuse rather than to succumb to the more troubling logics of criminal enforcement.

This blowback is only one consequence of the intersectional failures from the 1990s that influences contemporary discourse about mass incarceration. A parallel and overlapping connection between the intersectional failures in the 1990s and the current discourses around mass incarceration can be found in a cluster of ideas contained within the “Black male endangerment” discourse. Beginning in earnest with the Reagan Administration, two key dimensions of post-reformist social policy were packaged around images of criminality, crime, and pathology: the war on drugs and welfare dependency. As President Clinton extended the war on drugs and campaigned to “end welfare as we know it” by shredding the economic safety net for millions of women and children, images of Black crime, drug dealing, and welfare dependency saturated the political debate. Although both initiatives bore Black faces and contributed to the discursive shift
away from social justice to social control, only the targeting of Black men was taken up as a crisis within antiracist politics. 46 While stereotypes of both Black men and women punctuated the growing embrace of penal approaches to drug addiction, poverty, and their many social consequences, Black politics converged around Black men as the focal point of responsibility and uplift. The shifting rhetorical stance from a more inclusive, community-centered ethos to a male-centric notion of responsibility and endangerment was captured most memorably by Minister Louis Farrakhan’s Million Man March. 47

While the exclusion of women is perhaps one of the most memorable ways that the March marked its almost exclusive focus on men, deeper still was the way the March authorized a central ideological pillar that underwrote the attack on welfare, single-headed households, and Black single mothers. The thesis that Black inequality was grounded in dysfunctional family relationships had been introduced decades earlier by a controversial report that cast doubt on the possibility that structural reforms would significantly improve the lives of poor Black people. Daniel Patrick Moynihan infamously described the Black family as pathologically out of sorts, illustrated by the dominance of the so-called Black matriarch 48 and the relative absence of traditional gender relations in the family. Among other concerns, Moynihan worried about the consequences of generations of Black boys being raised by single or dominant mothers and encouraged military training to remove them from this matriarchal influence. 49

The Million Man March was in many ways an extension of and response to the Moynihan critique. Unlike the March on Washington in 1963, this March sought no structural interventions, no changes in economic policy, and no specific demands with respect to legal enforcement, opportunity creation, or family support. Accountability was squarely placed on Black men whose agency or lack thereof was the focal point of critique and uplift. Although a massive retrenchment in the social support that was vital to countless women and children was being debated at the time, little effort was made to support single mothers and their families other than a promise that a man in the house was on the way. The Million Man March was so in concert with the prevailing ideology that underwrote the ongoing efforts to restructure Aid to Dependent Families that the President and other opinion leaders supported the gathering despite the widespread criticism of Minister Farrakhan. 50

Thus, as the earlier social justice demands of the 1960s became rearticulated as a call for male leadership in the family and in the community, the particular risks that Black women faced as a consequence of their intersectional encounter with racialized, gendered, and class-based hierarchies bore little traction within antiracist political discourses. As dynamics such as violence, economic marginality, and vulnerability to the war on drugs continued to unfold, Black women found themselves discursively
vulnerable by historical stereotype and politically vulnerable by an intracommunity investment in addressing Black male endangerment. It is in this opportune space that legislative initiatives that extended and rationalized the web of punishment were anchored. These included, for example, welfare reform, the Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), and draconian public housing policies, all of which were largely conceded without the vocal community opposition such measures deserved.

Indeed, not only have these conditions failed to muster significant attention within antiracist advocacy; very little within that discourse challenges the way that single Black motherhood remains ideologically salient as one of the key factors that contributes to the Black community’s vulnerability to a host of social ills, including poverty, underachievement, violence, and incarceration. By embracing the notion that a fundamental source of Black inequality was a family structure at odds with patriarchal norms, those Black community discourses that have been shaped around the endangered male narrative have come to regard the needs of single Black mothers with a sideways glance. This ideology, along with the failure of antiracist discourse to significantly contest it, has contributed to making poor Black mothers the legitimate objects of punishment that Dorothy Roberts has consistently shown.

The conditions under which Black women struggle for survival are not only marginal to Black politics. Their exclusion from prevailing discourses that address the endangerment of men supports the mistaken impression that Black women are socioeconomically secure, or alternatively, that their socioeconomic insecurity is secondary to the interests of Black men in the communities in which they live. These impressions remain, even though many of the conditions facing Black women are directly related to the particular risks of surveillance and incarceration they face. For example, women who have survived domestic violence face a higher risk of incarceration as one of its many consequences, however domestic violence is often excluded from discussions on Black-on-Black crime even though most gender crime is intraracial. The same intraracial solidarity that underwrites beliefs that Black men are the primary victims of racism and violence also entraps many Black women into a forced silence about their own experiences. Black women are also marginal in antiracist critiques of the war on drugs—even though the hyperprosecution of Black communities presents particular risks for Black women given their gendered relationships to men and their various enterprises. Moreover, women’s experiences are trivialized in discourses about economic insecurity even though they make less than Black men and typically, as heads of households, have to make their meager dollars stretch farther.

Black male endangerment relegates all these issues to the background even though many women—like men—face personal and economic insecurity on a daily basis. Unlike most men, however, many Black women grapple with the challenge of raising
children alone on subsistence wages and struggle mightily to keep a roof over their heads. They, along with their daughters, often navigate public spaces that are profoundly underresourced, which in turn heightens the risk of abuse and assault and lowers the likelihood of meaningful protection. Those who become caught up in the drug trade face long prison terms often for marginal involvement in drug enterprises, and are more likely to lose their children than men because of the hard-nosed provisions of the ASFA. Those who manage to avoid parental termination face enormous challenges in reunifying their family when they are released. Despite the risks they share with Black men, as well as other risks that are unique to them, Black women remain subject to the twin dimensions of hypervisibility and substantive erasure: They are present in the stereotypical images of Black families at risk, and they are virtually absent as a focal point of the millions of dollars strategically distributed by foundations and local governments under the promise of rescuing Black boys and saving Black families.

Lurking behind this sacrifice of Black mothers has been a troubling rationale that permits an alliance between those who endorse an endangerment narrative and those who are in fact agents of the very policies that contribute to the social surveillance and mass incarceration of Black men. The capaciousness of this frame to include those whose policies actually contribute to the purported crisis is apparent in the actions of Mayor Michael Bloomberg in New York City. To great fanfare and media attention, Mayor Bloomberg announced a multimillion-dollar joint strategy to address the crisis of Black and Latino boys. This initiative, predicated on averting the school-to-prison pipeline, seeks to create opportunities for better achievement in school and to develop the appropriate attachments to work. At the same time, however, Mayor Bloomberg oversees the most aggressive surveillance and arrest policies in the country, and he has campaigned against the demands to enjoin the policies on behalf of the millions of Black and Latino men who have been stopped and frisked since 2002. Bloomberg has also vowed to stand firm against another lawsuit seeking to open up the city’s disproportionately white fire department. Of course, attachment to work requires real work opportunities, a structural feature of the status quo that Mayor Bloomberg could directly impact by cooperating with efforts to open up industries that have been largely closed to Blacks and Latinos. Yet in standing firm against these lawsuits, Mayor Bloomberg undermines the very outcomes he promises under the rubric of “youth at risk” by reproducing the conditions that constitute the risk.

The subtle erasure of the structural and institutional dimensions of social justice politics has been facilitated in part through the widespread adoption of the “at risk” frames. In singling out Black boys as a uniquely vulnerable population, the frame inadvertently suggests that the structural dimensions of social life in which they and everyone else in their communities are situated are themselves
relatively uncontroversial and transparent. Under this frame, the journey from underachievement to jail is preventable not through active lobbying against the carceral state and its many tributaries, but through the embrace of behavioral modifications designed to bring “at risk” individuals into compliance.

The work that such crisis narratives do to normalize retrenchment and deflect attention from the neoliberal project of underprotection and overpolicing is facilitated by intersectional failures within antiracism itself. The exclusion of women and girls from discourses pertaining to the social welfare of the community narrows the field of vision upon which the wider patterns of punishment and social control might be seen and understood. Longstanding rhetorics that framed men as uniquely damaged by racism have primed Black communities to endorse neoliberal accounts of social life that subtly shift the focus from historically constituted relations of power to the failures of family formation and gender conformity. As Dorothy Roberts argues:

> It’s not just [that] the framework doesn’t work but in fact the frame that we have is not a structural frame, and one of the reasons it’s not a structural frame is that it is wrapped around the identity of the black male patriarch, and as long as we frame some of the consequences in a way they need help or in the ways [that] they have not been able to step up [to] their roles and responsibilities, we are engaged [in] individualistic discourse that fails to deal with the structural reasons for some of these problems.

These failures to address the intersectional particulars of Black women’s experience have contributed to the failure to challenge the essentialized relationship between female-headed households and social dysfunction. These intersectional failures have, in turn, primed antiracist discourses to relinquish their broader social justice demands in exchange for crisis-based diversions that are integral to the “pipeline to prison.” Rather than foregrounding a demand for deconstructing the pipeline itself, the crisis frame tends to regard Black (and Brown) males as the targets of reform writ large. While this targeted frame appears to embrace the many challenges that they face, the exclusions of women and girls presents male problems as *sui generis*, effectively obscuring the structural dimensions of racial power that shape the circumstances of both boys and girls, and men and women. As such, crisis discourses represent a fundamental shift away from social justice perspectives and a move toward rationalizing the basic structures of social life. Under the crisis logics, men and boys may have to overcome disadvantages, but the source of these disadvantages rests almost entirely within the families and communities in which they exist, not within the broader societal processes that have historically structured these relations and that continue to underwrite social surveillance and mass incarceration.
The turn from structural to cultural understandings of inequality leaves the endangerment of women and girls unrecognized and underresearched. More broadly, these absences have fueled unsupported assumptions that racial inequality has either bypassed women and girls or that their inequalities are wholly dependent on and collateral to the racial inequalities facing men and boys.

Similar to the disappointing contestation within feminism over mandatory arrest, the surrender to the logic of neoliberalism represented by the crisis frame has been facilitated by longstanding failures in intersectional thinking that were apparent in intracommunal discourses about violence against women. The male-centric approaches that traditionally informed the responses to domestic violence and sexual abuse have continued to shape these and other intraracial issues within Black community discourse. Efforts to broaden the scope of antiracism to include how Black women’s lives are impacted by issues such as violence and economic marginality have frequently been reined in by an antiracist politic that prioritized Black men’s vulnerability as representative of the community as a whole.

The “crisis” discourses that have replaced structural and institutional understandings of racial inequality are not only compatible with ideological justifications for surveillance and punishment; they have also facilitated an important shift in the grammar of racial justice. Indicative of the marginalization of women in contemporary policy discourses is the fact that to speak about Blackness in the context of racial power is virtually coextensive with speaking about Black men. “Endangered species” has come to replace racialized communities, while the term “racism” has been nudged out by the softer sounding indictment of “lack of achievement.” The problem of segregated and underresourced schools of the Brown era has been replaced by “the soft bigotry of low expectations.” Institutions that were once the target of widespread critique and reformist energy, such as unresponsive representatives, overvigilant police, and inaccessible employment markets, have been pushed aside as benchmarks of oppression, replaced by the family not only as the site of reform but as ground zero of racial disparity. Under the crisis rationale, Black men and boys are endangered not by a society that has resisted the full demands of racial equity over the course of centuries, but by mothers and families left undisciplined by would-be husbands and absent fathers. The pathologies attributed to Black family formation in the Moynihan controversy have resurfaced in the narratives of jail or death for African American men. Central to the mainstream discourses on endangerment is the home—where women rule, boys flounder, and responsibility is crushed. Efforts to address economic inequality, housing segregation, and crumbling urban infrastructures that entrap both men and women have given way to unitary efforts to resuscitate the nuclear family. This exclusive focus on the personal development of young men and boys, replete with its promise of building healthy communities, addresses the crisis of mass incarceration
and social insecurity with the hope that, with a man in every household, the native sons will straighten up and fly right.86

The crisis-based focus on the family brings antiracist advocacy into the neoliberal agenda in the same way that domestic violence advocates became role players in the wider criminalization agenda that helped deradicalize antiviolence mobilization. Intersectional failures to incorporate the specific interests of women into antiracism undermined the development of a feminist articulation of antiracism and set the stage for a resurgence of agendas rooted in a defense of patriarchy. A greater degree of intersectional literacy among advocates and stakeholders would certainly have grounded a more inclusive political vision that addresses the plight of women and girls and resists the ideological frames that underwrite punitive social policies. Social justice politics that focus on equitable life chances for racially marginalized men as well as women would better equip advocates to challenge punitive logics that justify inequality on the basis of characteristics such as gender or marital status. A broader politics worthy of the legacy of social justice movements that we inherit is one that remains vigilant in the face of efforts to peel apart similarly situated members of distressed communities on the basis of greater desert or moral worth.

Healthy lives and equitable outcomes are objectives that should not be subject to trickle-down politics; nor should the heavy weight of social surveillance and incarceration be engaged primarily through ideological submission to inequitable social relations. Struggles against social control and mass incarceration should be animated by both antiracist and feminist sensibilities that ensure that peace and economic security need not be limited to those who adopt heteronormative family formations. Premised on the fundamental recognition that historical disparities exacerbated by the retraction of resources cannot be managed by the state’s nightstick, feminist and antiracist advocacy should highlight and contest the logics of neoliberalism that naturalize punishment and that reserve the good life for the right kind of people.

The various gendered dimensions of racial retrenchment have continued to exact tragic consequences for racially marginalized women and their families. The articles in UCLA Law Review’s Symposium issue “Overpoliced and Underprotected: Women, Race and Criminalization” repeat and expand the dynamics that underscore the dramatic growth of punishment in women’s lives. From their encounters within systems ranging from housing to employment, from juvenile justice to foster care, and from criminal justice to immigration, gender and class correspond with a host of vulnerabilities that fuel this explosion and that authorize some of its most debilitating consequences. As these narratives reveal, despite the dominant frames through which mass incarceration is understood and contested, the social construction of deviant publics is not exclusively gendered as male. To the
contrary, the many permissions to incarcerate and punish large populations of men, women, and children are generated through broad constructions of deviance that gain traction through the representation of stigmatized women of color.87

In tracing the genealogy of a few ideological contestations within the corpus of antiracist and feminist discourse, it is evident that the dynamics that are at play in constructing the underprotection and overpolicing of women of color are far from static. Attending to the connections between earlier mobilizations against violence and the contemporary rhetoric around mass incarceration reveals that intersectional failures from an earlier era become the beachheads upon which retrenchment politics play out in the next. The retrenchment politics underwritten by neoliberal ideology are powerful, yet they are sometimes inadvertently facilitated by feminist and antiracist advocates who concede to apologetic explanations for existing inequalities or who underestimate the consequences of policies that subvert the thrust of the originating demands.

Thus, the relationship between underprotection and overpolicing is not solely a matter of state power but also the consequence of political elisions that have undermined the development of a more robust critique of social control and a more expansive vision of social justice. While these matters belie simple solutions, the efforts to attend to the paradoxes of overpolicing and underprotection are fruitfully grounded in and informed by the experiences of women of color.

The current milieu that, in George Lipsitz’s words, renders large numbers of people “arrestable, incarcerable, displaceable, and deportable” rests not only on the retraction of resources and notions of broad social responsibility.88 It also is made possible by the presence of certain legitimizing beliefs, many of which pertain to the presumed dysfunction of women in need of discipline. The structural and discursive abandonment of women of color—the normalization of their socioeconomic marginality alongside the renewed fantasies of gender normativity—are key elements sustaining the beliefs that “people with problems are problems.”89

As Dorothy Roberts notes, until we recognize the centrality of the intersectional entrapment of racially marginalized women and girls with regard to contestations over mass incarceration and social welfare more broadly, the possibilities for building more coherent politics that link constituencies with shared interests will remain unrealized.
Kimberlé W. Crenshaw is Professor of Law at UCLA and Columbia Law Schools. This Article originally appeared in UCLA Law Review’s 2012 Symposium issue, entitled “Overpoliced and Underprotected: Women, Race and Criminalization” 59 UCLA L. Rev. 1418 (2012). The special issue features a collection of scholarship addressing the incarceration and surveillance of women and girls of color in the U.S. The full version of this article is available at: http://www.uclalawreview.org/Wordpress/?cat=231.

1. The data show that while women are at less of a risk than men for incarceration, the odds ratios indicate that the between-race comparisons (Black-White, Black-Latino, Latino-White) are relatively consistent regardless of gender. The relative risk of incarceration for Blacks relative to other groups is the same, controlling for gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>1:6</td>
<td>1:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1:17</td>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>1:111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Proportional Odds of Incarceration by Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black-White</th>
<th>Black-Latino</th>
<th>Latino-White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5.7:1</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>2.8:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6.5:1</td>
<td>2.6:1</td>
<td>2.5:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Table 1 indicate that one out of three Black men is likely to be incarcerated at least once in his lifetime, meaning that their chance of incarceration is 33 percent. Because one out of seventeen white males will be incarcerated at some point in their lives, their chance of incarceration is 5.88 percent. This means that a Black man is approximately 5.7 times more likely to be incarcerated in his lifetime than a white man, as shown supra Table 2. A Black woman, on the other hand, is approximately 6.5 times more likely to be incarcerated than a white woman. Thus the Black-White racial disparity is similar for men and women. The Black-Latino and Latino-White disparities are also similar between men and women, as illustrated supra Table 2. See CHILDREN’S DEF. FUND, CRADLE TO PRISON PIPELINE® CAMPAIGN (2009), available at http://www.childrensdefense.org/child-research-data-publications/data/cradle-prison-pipeline-summary-report.pdf; see also THOMAS BONCZAR, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, NCJ 197976, PREVALENCE OF IMPRISONMENT IN THE U.S. POPULATION, 1974-2001, at 1, 8 (2003) (providing similar estimates, showing one in nineteen Black women being incarcerated in their lifetimes, as against one in 118 white women). I thank Joseph Doherty and Scott Dewey for assistance in calculating these odds.
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